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I. INTRODUCTION:
CALIFORNIA’S IMPLEMENTATION OF

100% CLEAN ENERGY BY 2045

RESTS ON 4 PRINCIPLES FOR SUCCESS
California has long led the nation and the world in
adopting ambitious policies that reduce greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions to alleviate the impacts of climate
change. This includes numerous laws and regulations
governing the transition from fossil fuel generated
electricity to renewable and clean energy. Most notably,
the Renewables Portfolio Standard and the 100 Percent
Clean Energy Act of 2018 together require 60% renewable
energy by 2030 and put California on a pathway to a 100%
clean, zero-carbon electric grid by 2045.
These laws, and many others governing renewable
and clean energy, are implemented by myriad entities
– primarily electric utilities and state agencies. Today,
California’s electric sector accounts for just 15% of
statewide GHG emissions, a smaller proportion than other
industry sectors such as transportation and buildings.
The electric sector has been, and continues to be, the
leader in emission reductions: Annual emissions from
California’s electric sector have declined by at least 40%
since 2006, more than any other sector.1 A variety of
factors and policies have contributed to this success; one
primary reason is the shift toward renewable and clean
energy resources. The California Energy Commission (CEC)
reported that 63% of statewide electric sales in 2019 were
from “carbon-free non-fossil fuel sources,” which include
renewables, hydroelectric, and nuclear.2 Comparatively,
only 40% of nationwide electric generation comes from
clean resources.3 As electric utilities in California continue
to ramp up renewable and clean energy procurement, GHG
emissions will continue to decline and likely will outpace
the rest of the nation.
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PRINCIPLES
FOR SUCCESS

Simultaneously, an increasing number of Californians are relying on renewable and clean
electricity to power their lives and businesses as the state leans on the electric grid to
reduce GHG emissions in the transportation and building sectors (and other parts of the
economy). As California becomes more reliant on the electric grid to achieve its overall
climate goals, preserving the affordability and reliability of electric service are important
priorities, especially as the transition to 100% clean energy continues. To that end, it is
important that policymakers recognize four key principles when considering new laws or
regulations that would impact the electric sector:

PREDICTABLE

California’s legal and regulatory framework must remain predictable to
maintain a durable, realistic pace of clean energy procurement and to
support strong utilities seeking to attain this vital goal. Electric utilities
must carefully plan for future procurement and remain in a stable financial
position to effectively implement California’s existing renewable and
clean energy goals. It is well established that renewable and clean energy
projects must be built out at a record-setting pace for the next two
decades to meet the goals.i These projects take time and commitment,
and they require long-term investments often exceeding 10 years in
length. When the laws and regulations driving renewable and clean
energy procurement are constantly changing, it can harm the financial
stability of utilities, causes project delays, jeopardizes climate progress,
and impose costs on California utility customers.

RELIABLE

Reliability is paramount: a reliable, clean electric grid will help California
achieve its climate goals. After rotating power outages in August 2020,
Governor Newsom accurately said during a press conference that,
“we cannot sacrifice reliability as we move forward in this transition.”
Reliability is important, both in the short term and moving forward as
utilities and the state plan for a 100% clean electric grid. A grid that is
reliable — one Californians can depend on and trust to supply electricity
at all hours of the day and night all year long — is needed. A reliable grid
is a necessity to get more Californians to drive electric vehicles and to
support decarbonization in all parts of the state’s economy.

AFFORDABLE

Californians must be able to afford their electric bills as we
successfully implement a 100% clean electric grid and achieve broader
climate goals. Rate increases are unavoidable as utilities invest in
the transition to a 100% clean electric grid.ii Nevertheless, keeping
rates affordable and easy to understand is imperative as Californians
increasingly rely on electricity for many facets of their lives. Costly
electric bills will jeopardize the state’s broader climate change goals
because a growing number of Californians power their vehicles as well as
heat their water and homes with electricity.

FLEXIBLE

Flexibility is needed to test solutions and to consider diverse types of
renewable resources. Solar, wind, geothermal, hydroelectric generation,
and batteries will continue to play a critical role in providing clean, reliable,
and affordable electricity. At the same time, many utilities are exploring
new, cutting-edge technologies, such as green hydrogen and other forms of
energy storage. Before fully investing in these technologies, utilities might
need to complete pilot projects, which take time and careful planning to
evaluate and to determine how the technology performs. Additionally, it
is important to keep all options on the table because resource diversity
generally helps keep costs low and fortifies grid reliability.
i
ii

2021 Senate Bill (SB) 100 Joint Agency Report, p. 17. https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/EFiling/GetFile.
aspx?tn=237167&DocumentContentId=70349
Utilities also are undertaking other projects that will impact electric rates, such as projects to
mitigate wildfire and to replace and modernize aging transmission and distribution infrastructure
reaching the end of its planned/useful life, among other endeavors.
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II. HOW CALIFORNIANS POWER THEIR HOMES AND BUSINESSES:

OVERVIEW OF UTILITIES AND REGULATORS

Depending on where Californians live, they get electricity from different types of providers. Each has its
own governance and regulatory structure, but all are subject to state law. The main electric utilities and
providers are:iii
•

Investor-owned utilities (IOUs) are private,
for-profit electric utilities that provide electric
transmission and distribution to 75% of
California. As noted below however, community
choice aggregators are generating power and
providing services for a growing share of energy
for IOU customers. IOUs are regulated by the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
which approves rates and orders procurement,
among other oversight functions. There are six
IOUs in California.

•

Community choice aggregators (CCAs) are
not-for-profit government-owned joint action
agencies that provide electric generation via
IOU delivery infrastructure to 28% of the load
in IOU service territories, projected to increase
to 36% of load in 2022.4 CCAs are locally
governed, but the CPUC has a role in both CCA
power supply procurement and in determining
costs the IOUs pass on to customers. There are
25 CCAs in California.

iii

•

Publicly owned electric utilities (POUs) are
not-for-profit community owned utilities that
provide electric service to 25% of California.
POUs are regulated by locally elected and
appointed governing boards, such as city
councils and local utility commissions. POU
governing boards set rates, approve debt for
resource procurement, and more. POU functions
such as integrated resource planning, wildfire
planning review and climate goals, are subject
to oversight by numerous state agencies. There
are 47 POUs in California.

•

Electric cooperatives (co-ops) are not-for-profit
cooperatively owned electric utilities serving
four rural areas of the state, three in Northern
California, and one in Southern California.

•

Electric service providers (ESPs) are nonutility companies that offer electric generation
(commodity) service to large electric users
within the service territory of an electric utility
that provides the transmission, distribution, and
metering services. There are 20 ESPs in California.

Energy project developers also play an important role in California’s electric system. These are private companies that utilities and electric providers
work with to build renewable and clean energy projects.
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There also are multiple state agencies, grid
operators, and federal entities involved in managing
the electric grid in California:
•

The California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) is a state entity created by the
California Constitution that regulates IOUs,
ESPs and — to an extent — CCAs. The CPUC
has general regulatory authority over IOUs and,
under specific legislation, regulates certain
environmental matters and energy issues for
ESPs and CCAs. The essential services under
the CPUC’s purview include electric, natural gas,
telecommunications, water, railroad, rail transit,
and passenger transportation companies.

•

The California Energy Commission (CEC)
was created in 1976 with a primary role of
certifying new electric generation facilities.
During the past four decades, the CEC’s role
has expanded to many other areas, such
as support of research and development,
energy efficiency standards setting, adoption
of the state’s energy demand forecasts, and
regulatory authority over the Renewables
Portfolio Standard program for the POUs. The
CEC also is California’s primary energy policy
and planning agency — overseeing facility

siting and renewable generation certification,
and development and administration of various
reporting requirements.
•

The California Independent System Operator
(CAISO) is a not-for-profit balancing authority
— a manager of power flowing across major
transmission powerlines. The CAISO oversees
an energy marketplace and manages the
transmission grid for 80% of California energy
delivery. The remaining 20% is managed by
POU balancing authorities: the Balancing
Authority of Northern California, the Los
Angeles Department of Water & Power
balancing authority, the Imperial Irrigation
District balancing authority, and the Turlock
Irrigation District balancing authority. The
CAISO is California’s Reliability Coordinator,
a federally mandated “air traffic controller”
for the bulk electric system responsible for
broad grid reliability issues. The CAISO has an
operations center staffed with experts who
continually monitor conditions to ensure supply
instantaneously meets customer demand, the
output of intermittent renewables, and the need
to ramp up natural gas generation to meet
demand when renewable generation dips or
when customer demand increases.

California’s Electricity Planning Ecosystem
•
•

•

•

Economy-wide plan to
reach GHG targets
Updated every 5 years

Demand
forecast for
infrastructure
planning
Updated
annually

IOUs
~75% CA
Load

POUs
~25% CA
Load

CARB
Scoping Plan

CEC
Integrated
Energy
Policy Report
(IEPR)

SB 100

SB 350: CARB sets electric
sector GHG target range

CPUC
Integrated
Resource
Plan (IRP)

Establishes GHG target within CARB’s range
for CPUC-jurisdictional LSEs
• Orders procurement + oversees compliance
• Annually transmits portfolios for CAISO
California Public Utilities Commission
transmission planning
•

•
•

Zero carbon electricity by
2045
Joint agency report, every 4
years
•

CAISO
Transmission
Planning
Process (TPP)

•
•

LSEs
Planning +
Procurement

•
•

Assess
transmission
needs
Conceptually
approves new
projects
Updated
annually
Plans filed per SB
350 + CPUC
guidance
Procurement in
compliance w/
CPUC directives

Image courtesy of California Public Utilities Commission
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•

The California Air Resources Board (CARB)
consists of appointed members and has many
responsibilities, including overseeing economywide efforts to reduce GHG emissions.

•

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) regulates the transmission and
wholesale sale of electricity and natural gas in
interstate commerce and regulates all CAISO
market rules under the “just and reasonable”
standard of the Federal Power Act. FERC
reviews proposals for building interstate natural
gas pipelines and natural gas storage projects
and has oversight of the licensing of non-federal
hydropower projects.

The electric grid itself is divided into several main
components:
•

Utility-scale power generation from solar arrays,
wind turbines, hydroelectric dams, natural gas
power plants and other generating resources is
transmitted across a bulk power system made
up of high voltage transmission powerlines with
steel lattice towers that crisscross the state.

•

Once power is delivered over the bulk
transmission system, the voltage is stepped
down within a substation for delivery to
customers in communities and neighborhoods
through distribution powerlines typically on
wooden poles or buried underground.

•

Utilities also may have local power generation,
which could be renewable, like solar arrays,
or natural gas power plants, that generate
electricity within the load center or immediate
geographic vicinity where the electricity is
consumed. This power is typically delivered
using smaller sub-transmission and distribution
lines throughout the utility’s service territory.

•

Many customers also generate their own
electricity, typically through rooftop solar
photovoltaic panels. The energy produced
by a customer is typically first consumed
onsite (i.e., by the household) and then excess
is transmitted onto the incumbent utility’s
distribution powerlines and delivered to other
nearby customers.
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III. CALIFORNIA’S AMBITIOUS CLEAN ENERGY LAWS AND
GOALS ARE BEING IMPLEMENTED AND ACHIEVED

year compliance periods, and there are numerous
limitations and requirements that electric utilities
must meet to comply with the RPS program:

60%

renewable
electricity
by 2030

100%

California is ahead of schedule on meeting the
RPS requirements. In 2020, the statewide electric
portfolio was 36% renewable, surpassing the 33%
requirement, according to the CEC. Overall, when
factoring in non-RPS eligible zero-carbon resources
like nuclear energy and large hydroelectric
generation, California’s electric grid was 63% GHGfree in 2019.5
Compliance with the RPS procurement
requirements is measured over three- or four-

vii

All the renewable procurement must fit within
one of three Portfolio Content Categories
(PCCs). These commonly are known as RPS
“buckets.” The main requirement of the bucket
system is that at least 75% of electricity must
come from energy resources that are within
or delivered into California; these are known
as Bucket 1 resources. No more than 10% of
electricity can come from unbundled renewable
energy credits (RECs), which are considered a
Bucket 3 resource.vi Utilities can rely on Bucket 2
resources — renewable energy from out of state
that is matched with out-of-state unbundled
RECs — to meet part of their RPS obligation, if
the 75% Bucket 1 requirement is met.

•

At least 65% of the electricity used to meet
the RPS must be procured through long-term
contracts of 10 years or more in length.

•

Compliance with RPS is done by retiring RECs
via a CEC-designated accounting system called
the Western Renewable Energy Generation
Information System (WREGIS). WREGIS is an
independent, web-based tracking system for
RECs that covers the Western Interconnection
territory.vii

•

The CPUC oversees the RPS program for
IOUs, ESPs, and CCAs. The CPUC has issued
numerous decisions implementing the various
RPS statutes, and the CPUC issues financial
penalties for noncompliance.

•

Additionally, the CEC is authorized to adopt
regulations for the RPS program that are
applicable to the POUs. The CEC has the
authority to determine if a POU has violated any
of the RPS requirements and any such violation
is referred to the CARB for the determination
and collection of penalties.

clean
energy
by 2045

State law requires utilities to contribute to a
doubling of statewide energy efficiency and to
generate 60% renewable electricity for their
customers by 2030, and utilities are well on track
to achieve those targets. In 2002, the California
Legislature enacted the first version of the
Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) that required
some utilities to supply 20% renewable energy by
2017.iv The RPS was ratcheted up over the years,
and now under the 100 Percent Clean Energy Act
of 2018 utilities are required to produce 60% of
their electricity from renewable resources by 2030.v
The RPS specifies only the following renewable
resources that can be counted toward the 60%
renewable requirement: wind, solar, biomass,
geothermal, and small hydroelectric generation
under 30 megawatts (MWs).

iv
v
vi

•

The original RPS was created by SB 1078 (Sher), subsequently amended by SBX1-2 (2011), SB 350 (2015), and SB 100 (2018).
This paper does not cover in detail the many nuances in existing laws that appropriately reflect different regulatory and governance structures.
Every megawatt-hour of renewable energy generates a REC; a Bucket 3 resource is one where a utility only procures the environmental attribute – the
REC – but not the actual electricity.
For more information about RPS compliance, visit the CEC’s Renewable Portfolio Standard – Verification and Compliance webpage: https://www.
energy.ca.gov/programs-and-topics/programs/renewables-portfolio-standard/renewables-portfolio-standard.
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SB 100, also known as the 100 Percent Clean Energy Act of 2018, is landmark legislation
that established the state policy that renewable and zero-carbon resources supply 100%
of retail sales and electricity procured to serve all state agencies by 2045.
— CPUC, CEC, CAISO, CARB; REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR ON PRIORITY SB 100 ACTIONS
TO ACCELERATE THE TRANSITION TO CARBON-FREE ENERGY

In tandem with development of the RPS, in
2006 the Legislature also enacted the Emissions
Performance Standard.viii This law ensures that
baseload power plants — those designed to operate
continuously for many days of the year, and which
at the time were primarily powered by coal — meet
stringent GHG performance standards. The law
effectively phased out the use of coal power plants.
In 2019, less than 3% of California’s electric supply
came from coal, which will be eliminated by 2026
when the last existing contracts end.6
While utilities are actively working towards
60% renewable energy by 2030, they are also
implementing a requirement from the Clean Energy
and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015 to help achieve
a statewide energy efficiency savings.ix Utilities have
long invested in energy efficiency programs, which
are a cost-effective way to reduce energy demand,
helping to avoid GHG emissions. For example, since
2006 the state’s POUs have collectively spent $2.34
billion resulting in avoided energy use of 94,342
GWh.7 Since 2006 this has helped avoid 39.4 million
tons of GHGs.
State law requires California and its utilities to
plan for 100% zero-carbon electricity by 2045,
an endeavor that will require tens of billions of
dollars for planning and unprecedented levels
of construction, enough new clean resources
to power 90 million homes, as well as ongoing
assessment and collaboration. The 100 Percent
Clean Energy Act of 2018 made it state policy
“that eligible renewable energy resources and
zero-carbon resources supply 100% of all retail
sales of electricity to California end-use customers
and 100% of electricity procured to serve all state
agencies by December 31, 2045.”8 This builds on
the requirement to be 60% renewable by 2030.
While the RPS standard requires use of particular
renewable resources at the exclusion of others, the
100% clean energy policy is intended to allow for a
broader suite of zero-carbon resources.
In March 2021, the CEC released the inaugural SB
100 Joint Agency Report outlining what it will take

viii
ix
x

to achieve the goal of 100% zero carbon energy by
2045.x The report concluded that California already
has made strong progress on its clean energy goals
and 100% clean energy is technically feasible, but
that construction of new clean energy generation
and storage must be implemented at a recordsetting pace. Specifically, it is likely the amount
of energy resources on the state’s entire grid will
need to more than double by adding a significant
amount of new renewable and clean resources.
Nearly 120 gigawatts (GW) of new clean resources,
including utility-scale solar, batteries, and wind
farms, will need to be added, and potentially up to
173 GW of new resources.9 By way of comparison,
the current all-time peak demand in the CAISO,
which covers 80% of the state, was just over
50 GW.10 Since one megawatt is approximately
enough power for 750 homes — and there are
1,000 megawatts in a gigawatt — by this measure
California may need to add enough new clean
power for at least 90 million homes.11
The SB 100 Joint Agency Report resource
modelling was not comprehensive of all
decarbonization technologies. For several reasons,
mainly due to lack of data and current commercial
viability, the Joint Agency Report excluded
certain resources, such as new small hydroelectric
generation, renewable fuels such as green hydrogen
and biomethane, and carbon capture utilization and
storage.
To build out that lofty amount of renewable and
clean energy, the report concluded that “California
will need to sustain its expansion of clean electricity
generation capacity at a record-breaking rate
for the next 25 years.”12 It all will come at a cost,
totaling an additional $4.6 billion annually by
2045 charged to California ratepayers. The report
found that eliminating all fossil-fuel combustion
for electricity generation would cost another $8
billion every year.13 The report also made other
recommendations including continued state
support for research and innovation, prioritization
of energy efficiency and load flexibility, and
identifying bottlenecks to clean energy project
permitting and development.

For more information: https://www.energy.ca.gov/rules-and-regulations/energy-suppliers-reporting/emission-performance-standard-sb-1368.
For more information on this requirement, review the CEC’s “Senate Bill 350 Doubling Energy Efficiency Savings by 2030” report, https://efiling.energy.
ca.gov/getdocument.aspx?tn=221631.
The SB 100 Joint Agency Report is available at https://www.energy.ca.gov/sb100.
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Much more assessment and work must be done
to plan for 100% clean energy. To that end, the SB
100 Joint Agency Report said, “Achieving SB 100
goals requires persistent and rigorous analysis of
implementation considerations and coordinated
planning between the state agencies.”14 Various
workshops are scheduled to examine SB 100
resource builds, environmental and land use
impacts of potential resource buildouts, to inform
the Transmission Planning Process at the CAISO,
assess energy reliability, and other planning
activities. It is a huge undertaking.
Two laws were also passed in 2021 that supplement
the SB 100 planning process. SB 423 (Stern, 2021)
tasks the CEC with producing an assessment of firm
zero-carbon resources that support a clean, reliable,
and resilient electric grid. The assessment, which
must be completed by the end of 2023, will explore
several matters, such as barriers to the development
of firm zero-carbon resources and reliability under
multi-day weather extremes and atypical weather
events. AB 525 (Chiu, 2021) directs the CEC by
June 1, 2022, to quantify the maximum feasible
capacity of offshore wind to achieve reliability; to
explore the associated ratepayer, employment and
decarbonization benefits; and to further establish
target-megawatt offshore wind planning goals. By
June 30, 2023, the CEC also will develop a strategic
plan for offshore wind in California. This strategic
plan will include an assessment of the transmission
investments and upgrades necessary to support
offshore wind.
Utilities file integrated resource plans and adhere
to GHG planning targets. The Clean Energy and
Pollution Reduction Act of 2015 directed CARB to
coordinate with the CPUC and CEC to establish
GHG reduction planning targets for the electric
sector. Through modelling, analysis, and robust
public input, CARB in 2018 established a GHG
planning target for the entire electric sector of
30 million to 53 million metric ton equivalents of
carbon dioxide (MMTCO2e), a reduction of 51% to
72% in GHG emissions compared to 1990 levels.15 As
part of this process, CARB further established GHGspecific planning targets for every IOU and CCA,
along with the state’s largest POUs.

The law also directed California utilities to develop
and file with the state Integrated Resource Plans
(IRPs), which map out potential resource needs,
policy goals, operational needs, and more. IRPs
are intended to be a holistic planning document to
help meet a utility’s climate obligations. As CARB
described it, the process established “a new level
of coordination and collaboration throughout the
electricity sector.”16 IOUs, CCAs, and ESPs are
required to participate in the CPUC’s IRP process.xi
The state’s largest POUs with an annual load of
more than 700 GWh also must develop an IRP at
least once every five years. This means the 16 largest
POUs in the state, which together account for 94% of
POU electric load and POU customers in California,
must file an IRP.17 POUs are instructed to develop
their own internal process for developing their
IRPs. POUs that file IRPs are required to address
specific issues and must achieve certain stated goals,
including the POU-specific GHG reduction goals that
CARB adopted. POUs are required to submit their
completed IRPs to the CEC for advisory review. Each
POU governing board is vested with the ultimate
authority to approve its IRP.xii
Customers are quickly installing their own
distributed renewable generation. Since the mid2000s, many California households and businesses
have added their own renewable electric generation
to the grid. In 2019, the state reached a milestone:
more than one million homes now have solar
generation.18 This amounts to more than 8 GW of
behind-the-meter power that is available during
the day when the sun is shining.19 This is equivalent
to more than 16% of peak customer demand in the
CAISO balancing authority.20 In 2018, the state’s
building code was updated to require every new
house built after 2020 in California to include rooftop
solar or participate in a community solar project.
These customer-sited renewable energy systems
serve their own homes, and they also put electrons
onto the local utility’s distribution system. Although
distributed energy resources (DERs) like rooftop
solar don’t count under the RPS law for a utility’s
procurement of renewable energy, the customersited renewable resources do help meet the state’s

California has made tremendous strides toward realizing the electricity system of the future.
The state is on the right trajectory to achieve 100% clean electricity by 2045, if not sooner.
— GOVERNOR GAVIN NEWSOM, IN CALIFORNIA’S ELECTRICITY SYSTEM OF THE FUTURE (JULY 2021)

xi
xii

For more information about the CPUC’s IRP process: https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/irp/.
For more information about the POU IRP process at the CEC’s website: https://www.energy.ca.gov/rules-and-regulations/energy-suppliersreporting/clean-energy-and-pollution-reduction-act-sb-350-0.
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climate goals by reducing customer demand for
utility-scale generation when the sun is shining. It is
critical these resources play a part in ensuring costeffective and reliable electricity service.
Customer-generators, utilities, and grid operators
must find commonsense and mutually beneficial
financial arrangements. California established
a law called Net Energy Metering (NEM) that
generally compensates customer-generators (most
often, customers that have rooftop solar) at the
retail rate of electricity, rather than the wholesale
rate or capacity/electricity that might be paid to
other generators selling into wholesale electricity
markets; this law was last updated in 2013 under AB
327. Because of the current payment system, the
avoidance of other fixed utility costs, and additional
factors, the current NEM policy results in a cost shift
to non-solar customers that do not generate their
own electricity. This policy results in higher electric
rates overall.21 This occurs because even though
customer-generators produce their own energy,
those customers still rely on the distribution grid
of the local utility (which they are not paying for)
to take their excess generation during the day and
deliver power to their home at night and during
daytime periods when the sunlight is not sufficient
to power their home.
It is important that customers continue to
contribute to California’s clean energy transition
through their own energy generation, but that must
be commensurate with the contribution they make
to the grid. This balance must be achieved in a
manner that does not adversely impact non-NEM
customers and maintains a stable financial platform
for utilities so they can be in a strong position to
make the needed investments to achieve SB 100.
Electric utilities participate in Cap-and-Trade, an
economywide GHG emission reduction program
that is delivering significant results contributing
toward statewide carbon neutrality by 2045 or
earlier. Not only are California electric utilities and
energy providers working to implement the 100

Percent Clean Energy Act of 2018, but the state has
also established an ambitious economywide GHG
reduction goal, supported by a suite of programs
to achieve it. Specifically, the Global Warming
Solutions Act, first established by AB 32 in 2006
and updated by SB 32 in 2016, set the state’s GHG
reduction target at 40% below 1990 levels by
2030. In 2018, then-Governor Jerry Brown issued
Executive Order B-55-18, establishing a statewide
goal of carbon neutrality by 2045. In June 2021,
Governor Newsom asked the CARB to examine
achieving carbon neutrality 10 years sooner, by
2035.22
CARB is tasked with achieving these economywide
goals, and the Cap-and-Trade Program is CARB’s
premier effort to do so under the Global Warming
Solutions Act. The Cap-And-Trade program
officially began in 2013, and in 2017, CARB’s specific
authority to conduct the program was extended
until 2030. Under the program, covered entities —
industries and sectors that emit greenhouse gases,
including the electric sector — must retire carbon
allowances under a specified emissions cap. Each
allowance is equivalent to one metric ton of carbon
dioxide. CARB holds quarterly auctions where
carbon allowances are bought and sold.
The Cap-and-Trade program design includes an
annually increasing allowance price floor and an
annually decreasing emissions cap. This means
that each year, covered entities must have fewer
emissions and must pay more for the ability to emit.
To date, the program has raised over $18.2 billion for
a variety of GHG reduction programs and projects.23
In 2018, CARB announced it met its 2020 emission
reduction target early,24 and in November 2021
CARB announced the program achieved a 100%
compliance rate for the prior two years. According
to CARB Executive Officer Richard Corey, the
program “continues to deliver on greenhouse gas
reductions” and the “high level of compliance with
the Cap-and-Trade regulation demonstrates the
continued rigor of the program and the important
role it played in California meeting its 2020
emission reduction target four years ahead of
schedule.”25

$18.2
BILLION

in proceeds for California
since Cap-and-Trade
program began in 2012
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IV. POWERING FORWARD:

SUSTAINED AND COORDINATED WORK IS NEEDED TO DELIVER ON

CLEAN ENERGY & CLIMATEFigure
GOALS
1
Utilities, state agencies, and many stakeholders
are working to bring online massive amounts
of new clean electric generating and storage
resources during the coming years and decades.
In addition to the SB 100 Joint Agency Report,
considerable work is occurring now to implement
the 100 Percent Clean Energy Act of 2018. For
example, the CEC recently developed a Starting
Point scenario to inform a 20-year outlook for
transmission planning. The scenario examines new
clean energy generating and storage resources
that might be needed in the coming years. Overall,
the Starting Point scenario estimates that 37 GW
of battery energy storage, at least 4 GW of longduration energy storage, more than 53 GW of new
utility-scale solar, 22 GW of wind, and more, could
be needed.26 These resources will need to be sited
across the state (see map, right).
Also, CAISO currently is studying more than 245
GW of renewable and energy storage projects for
interconnection to their grid. This includes more
than 97 GW of renewables along with more than
147 GW of energy storage, the bulk of which is
battery storage. Studies are necessary because
new resources can’t simply be “plugged in” to the
grid. There is a robust interconnection process that
analyzes impacts on reliability, as well as impacts on
neighboring systems, deliverability, and more.27
New renewables and clean energy needed to meet
the state’s goals will likely require transmission
upgrades and new construction of transmission.
As these resources come online, they could exceed
current grid capacity. Transmission planning is
highly complex and based on many factors and
conclusions about additional capacity are still
being analyzed. As an example, the CPUC recently
released modeling assumptions to inform the
CAISO’s transmission planning process. The report
found various capacity exceedances and identified
six projects that could potentially increase
transmission capacity by 10.5 GW at a cost of $545
million for the 2022-2023 transmission planning.
These projects take time to implement, ranging
from 18 months to 12 years. While more rigorous
and ongoing analysis is needed, this demonstrates
another challenge that must be resolved to meet
the state’s clean energy goals.28

California Renewable Energy Resource Map Utilized in the
2021 SB 100 Joint Agency Report
Solar, Wind, Geothermal (California Footprint)
NorCalOutsideTxConstraintZones

TRANSMISSION
Transmission Constraint Zones 2040
CA SOLAR RESOURCE
Solar Resource SB 100 2040
CA WIND RESOURCE
Terrestrial Wind Resource SB 100 2040 CA
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE
Geothermal Resource SB 100 2040

Norcal_Z3_SacramentoRiver

Norcal_Z4_Solano

SPGE_Z1_Westlands

WestlandsOutsideTxConstraintZones
SPGE_Z2_KernAndGreaterCarrizoGK_Z2_InyokernAndNorthOfKramer
SPGE_Z3_Carrizo
TehachapiGK_Z3_NorthOfVictor

SCADSNV_Z3_GreaterImperial

California Renewable Energy Resource Map Utilized
Esri, GEBCO, DeLorme, NaturalVue, Esri, GEBCO, IHO-IOC GEBCO, DeLorme,
in the 2021 SB 100 Joint Agency
Report — Solar Wind NGS
Geothermal (California Footprint)

Permitting, long lead times and supply chains
pose obstacles to achieving clean energy goals.
In September 2021, the state’s energy agencies
released a joint Report to the Governor on Priority
SB 100 Actions to Accelerate the Transition to
Carbon-Free Energy; the report fulfilled a directive
from a gubernatorial emergency proclamation. The
report noted several challenges to meeting the SB
100 goal.
Many large-scale clean energy projects require long
lead times and face supply chain issues. The report
explains: “California energy markets are dependent
on complex worldwide markets that are subject to
supply chain disruptions.”29 The interconnectedness
of energy markets was made clear during the
COVID-19 pandemic, which exacerbated delays of
overseas shipments and disrupted manufacturing.
The report concluded that “supply chain disruptions
and constraints are likely to continue for the
foreseeable future and pose a challenge to the
state’s objectives of ensuring near-term reliability
and achievement of SB 100 goals.”30
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Development Forum to better understand the scope
and schedule of proposed transmission projects.

Clean
Energy
Projects
In the CAISO
Queue – July 2021

147,812
megawatts
Energy Storage
Capacity

97,643
megawatts
Renewable
Capacity

Generally, new clean energy projects must go
through environmental review under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and obtain
local government approval in the jurisdiction where
the project will be located. These requirements
reinforce the importance of collaborating with
local governments that have permitting authority,
the report said. Furthermore, new generation or
energy storage resources need to be interconnected
to the grid via transmission lines. In some cases,
building new transmission is required; in most cases,
upgrades to existing lines are needed. Upgrading
existing transmission and building new powerlines
are major undertakings that require significant
analysis, collaboration and permitting. Generally,
the CAISO approves upgrades or new transmission
builds through its Transmission Planning Process.
After CAISO signs off on a project, it is sent
to the CPUC for permitting and the applicable
environmental review. The CPUC, CAISO and
transmission owners have developed a Transmission

Governor
Newsom’s
“Electric
System of
the Future”

Recent events have demonstrated why maintaining
electric reliability during the transition to clean
energy will be challenging and the issue should be
a primary focus of collaboration and coordination.
On August 14 and 15, 2020, during a widespread
heat event across the Western states, a power
supply shortage forced the CAISO grid to initiate
rolling outages that ultimately impacted nearly
750,000 homes and businesses. Electric energy
emergencies were also declared in some POU
balancing authority areas and in other parts of the
West outside of California.

We cannot sacrifice reliability as
we move forward in this transition.
— GOVERNOR GAVIN NEWSOM AUGUST 17, 2020

Following the outages, Governor Newsom
ordered the state’s energy agencies to conduct
a root cause assessment. The Final Root Cause
Analysis issued in January 2021 identified three
major problems that contributed to the outages:
1) extreme weather conditions caused by climate
change resulted in electricity demand exceeding
supply; 2) in transitioning to a clean resource mix,
resource adequacy and planning processes did
not keep pace sufficiently to meet demand; and 3)
some CAISO market practices exacerbated supply
challenges.31 Notably, the rotating power outages
occurred during the “net peak demand,” which is
the evening hours when solar generation declines
quickly as sunlight fades. As solar power was going

In July 2021, Governor Newsom issued a report titled “California’s Electricity System
of the Future.”48 It acknowledges that California has made great strides in cleaning the
grid and that the state is on the right path to 100% clean energy by 2045. Newsom’s
report lays out a roadmap focused on grid hardening — which is happening as utilities
respond to a changing climate and more frequent wildfires — resource diversity,
electrification of other sectors of the economy, building out energy storage using
a wide range of technologies, and working with customers to integrate distributed
energy resources. His report supports the notion that California is on track to continue
to reduce GHGs from the electric grid and that the path forward will rely on resource
diversity, collaboration, and different approaches statewide.
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As we progress towards achieving SB 100 the affordability of utility electric bills
will be critical to consider.
CAISO, CEC, CPUC, CARB: REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR ON PRIORITY SB 100 ACTIONS
TO ACCELERATE THE TRANSITION TO CARBON-FREE ENERGY

offline, electric demand remained high, in large part
because of customers using their air conditioners
due to the extreme heat. There were multiple causes
of the outages, but it is clear the issue of net peak
demand and the variability of intermittent renewable
resources poses a challenge to balancing authorities
that are obligated to maintain electric reliability.
Since the Root Cause Analysis was completed,
many actions have been taken to prevent future
outages as California continues the transition to
an even cleaner grid. These actions include an
emergency reliability rulemaking at the CPUC
to increase demand response,32 efforts to better
quantify resources and their contributions to grid
reliability, backstop procurement by the CAISO
of certain available resources not included in the
Resource Adequacy programs, and procurement
orders issued by the CAISO to increase short- and
mid-term procurement substantially.33 Still, under
certain conditions, resource capacity is projected
to be inadequate in the face of a west-wide and
prolonged heatwaves that reduce imports from
other states on which California has historically
relied. A 2022 summer supply stack analysis from
the CEC shows that the grid could see a significant
supply shortfall in summer 2022 between 5:00 p.m.
and 9:00 p.m. under extreme weather conditions.34
In July 2021, worried that another west-wide
heatwave could exacerbate electric supply
conditions, Governor Newsom issued an emergency
proclamation to free up additional energy supplies,
including use of backup diesel generators and
increasing permitted maximum output of other
fossil-fueled resources.35 This demonstrates that
maintaining electric reliability is not an easy task. It
requires careful planning and coordination. These
are now more important as utilities shift their
generation from traditional fossil fuel power plants to
clean energy that has different attributes regarding
capacity availability, many of which are intermittent.
Keeping rates affordable will ensure equity and
help utilities and customers remain financially
stable and in a position to support other
climate goals, including decarbonization of the
transportation sector. Electric rates in California
are some of the highest in the country.36 In fact, in
their joint report to the Governor, the state’s energy
agencies said “California retail electricity rates are

relatively high compared to other states, even before
incorporating costs associated with recent wildfires,
future climate-induced risks, utility wildfire mitigation
investments, and implementation of important policy
goals, including California’s critical GHG emissions
reduction targets.”37 The Legislative Analyst’s Office
(LAO) also found that in 2017, the same year many
utilities were required to finalize the purchase and
supply of 20% renewable energy, that electric rates
in California were about 50% higher than the national
average.38 Rates are higher in California due to
multiple factors, the LAO found, including how fixed
costs are recovered, declining energy consumption
due to energy efficiency implementation, and state
mandates such as RPS and cap-and-trade.
In February 2021, the CPUC released a paper
on utility affordability consistent with the LAO’s
conclusions; the CPUC’s analysis found that rate
and bill increases could make other climate policy
goals more difficult for California to achieve.39
Furthermore, the joint energy agencies’ Report
to the Governor also says that “2021-2030 overall
bundled residential rate forecasts for the three large
California electric utilities are expected to grow at
a pace that exceeds inflation for many years in the
coming decade.”40

High electric rates discourage adoption
of some technologies — such as electric
vehicles and electric appliances — that
could be used to substantially reduce
statewide GHGs.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST’S OFFICE; ASSESSING
CALIFORNIA’S CLIMATE POLICIES – ELECTRICITY
GENERATION (2020)

California is planning to rely on its electric grid
to reduce GHG emissions in other sectors of the
economy, most prominently for transportation,
which accounts for 41% of statewide GHG
emissions.41 In September 2020, Governor Newsom
issued Executive Order N-79-20, which phases out
the sale of combustion engine vehicles by 2035.
A primary focus in the transportation sector is to
13

1.2 MILLION
EV CHARGERS
needed in
California by
2030

switch to electric vehicles (EVs),
only discharge energy for a
which are the predominant type of
four-hour
span, which is not long
< 100,000 today
zero-emission vehicle. A CEC analysis
enough to get through a single night
found that almost 1.2 million EV chargers
or through long periods of cloud cover
are needed in California by 2030 to meet
(some batteries can be layered to provide
state climate goals. Currently, there are fewer
discharge durations of 8 to 12 hours, generally
than 100,000.42 Californians will charge their
with lower output).
vehicles at home and in public, swapping out a gas
Other resources are promising but have yet to
station for a plug. Many experts have noted that if
reach commercial viability. For example, several
electric rates increase too much and too fast, it will
utilities are exploring technology that produces
negatively impact consumer adoption of EVs.
green hydrogen by splitting water molecules
High electric rates and bills would slow California’s
using solar power as the energy input. The green
overall progress towards its climate goals and
hydrogen could be used in a combustion turbine
would financially harm many of the state’s most
to produce electricity. There is also promising
economically vulnerable residents. California is a
news about nuclear fusion, which could produce
diverse state of nearly 40 million people, more than
clean energy by essentially harnessing the
one-third live at or near the poverty line, and the
power of stars, as well as small modular nuclear
highest poverty rates are among children, seniors,
reactors with enhanced safety features. Currently,
Latinos, and less-educated adults.43 Higher electric
however, California policy generally restricts the
rates and bills will put more pressure on those
development of nuclear power.44
Californians who already struggle to get by under
These next-generation storage and supply
California’s high cost of living. An affordable grid
technologies would benefit greatly from a robust
will help ensure that every Californian — regardless
research, development, and demonstration
of income level or location — can access clean,
program financially supported at a state or national
reliable electricity to support their homes, families,
scale rather than solely relying on California’s
and businesses.
electric customers. Recognizing this need, the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is taking on the
The technology gap: producing reliable,
ambitious goal of maturing these clean energy
affordable clean energy 24/7/365 without natural
resources through its recently announced Energy
gas power plants. Many options are being studied
Earthshot Initiative, which includes the Hydrogen
to replace natural gas power plants. Gas-fired
Shot and the Long Duration Storage Shot.45 The
power plants are cost-effective workhorses that
Hydrogen Shot sets a bold cost target to accelerate
help keep the lights on every hour of every day, in
innovations and spur demand of clean hydrogen
all weather conditions. The challenge is replacing
by reducing the cost by 80%.46 The Long Duration
the output of these reliable power plants with
Storage Shot aims to achieve affordable grid
zero-emission resources that can provide reliable
storage for clean power — anytime, anywhere — by
power at critical times of the day, night and
reducing the cost of grid-scale energy storage by
seasonally when customer electric usage is high
90% for systems that deliver 10+ hours of duration
and intermittent resources like wind and solar are
within the decade.47 The success of these efforts will
not producing.
be predicated on Congressional financial assistance
and uninterrupted support from the federal
Currently, the primary solution is lithium-ion
government. To fully decarbonize and maintain high
batteries to store intermittent renewable and clean
reliability, such ideas and innovative approaches
energy when it is abundant, so it can be released at
should be kept on the table for consideration and
night or during peak hours of demand. Using these
supported by development efforts to make them
batteries can avoid the need to run natural gas
market-ready and cost-effective.
power plants. Today, lithium-ion batteries typically
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V. ELECTRIC SECTOR-SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
Load-serving entities under CPUC jurisdiction are
procuring increasing amounts of clean energy. In
June 2021, the CPUC directed the IOUs and CCAs
to procure 11,500 MW of new zero-carbon or RPSeligible resources that can come online between
2023 and 2026.49 These new clean resources will
help replace 3,700 MW of retiring natural gas power
plants, as well as the planned retirement of the
2,200 MW Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant. The
CPUC is expected to order even more procurement.
Additionally, the CPUC administrative law judge
overseeing the IOU IRPs has issued a ruling
recommending that the CPUC adopt its “38 MMT
core” portfolio as the CPUC’s Preferred System
Plan. This portfolio would require the procurement
of more than 43,000 MW of new clean resources
between now and 2032.50 California’s current
net peak demand is about 61,000 MW.51 In 2020,
California CCAs announced new procurement
of 6,000 MW of clean energy resources through

long-term contracts.52 This includes new solar,
wind, biogas, energy storage, and geothermal. The
resources will be located in 21 different California
counties and are planned to come online by
2023. Several CCAs also issued a joint request for
proposals for 500 MW of long-duration energy
storage that has a discharge duration of a minimum
eight hours, a resource that will help ensure the
reliability of intermittent clean energy.

“No other grid in the country is
adding battery storage at the rate that
California is.”
— GABE MURTAUGH, CAISO
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VI. PUBLICLY OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITIES ARE

ADVANCING CLEAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS
IN THEIR COMMUNITIES

Publicly owned electric utilities are working with
their local governing boards to advance clean
energy solutions in their communities. California’s
laws, regulations, mandates, and goals discussed
in this paper are not the only impetus for the
transition to clean energy. POUs are also acting,
responding to the needs and preferences of their
local communities.
The Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power (LADWP),
the Sacramento Municipal Utility
District (SMUD), and Glendale
Water & Power (GWP) are each
charting their own path to 100% clean energy on
a timeline that would put them ahead of ahead of
the statewide 2045 goal by reducing emissions
from their systems while exceeding state renewable
energy requirements. These POUs’ ambitious plans
demonstrate it is technically feasible to significantly
reduce GHG emissions. However, there clearly are
challenges that must be addressed: eliminating the
final 10% of emissions, maintaining reliability, and
keeping customer rates and bills affordable.
In 2021, after more than four years of rigorous
analysis by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, the Los Angeles City Council directed
LADWPxiii to prepare a strategic long-term resource
plan that would achieve 100% clean energy by
2035. The study found that wind and solar likely will
meet 70% to 90% of LADWP customer demand.
Battery storage with capacity of 4 to 12 hours
would play an important role. Because wind and
solar are intermittent resources — and battery
storage systems have limited discharge durations
— LADWP expects it will need to significantly
overbuild its generating system, by a magnitude
of two-and-a-half times its peak load. To maintain
reliability and help eliminate the last 10% of
emissions, LADWP anticipates it will need 26,000
MW of new power supply from renewably derived,
dispatchable generation, such as green hydrogen.
This all would come at a cost to Los Angeles

xiii
xiv
xv
xvi
xvii
xviii

residents. The study estimated the cumulative costs
to be between $57 billion and $87 billion.xiv
SMUD, which serves
the 1.6 million residents
of Sacramento County,
is also hard at work planning to remake its power
system to eliminate carbon emissions.xv SMUD
recently released its 2030 Zero Carbon Plan, which
focuses on reimagining SMUD’s power system.
Like LADWP, SMUD sees challenges in eliminating
the last 10% of carbon emissions in its system. The
challenge is to build generating resources that can
produce carbon-free electricity over long periods
— weeks or months — to provide reliable power
during anomalous weather events (e.g., extensive
cloud cover limiting solar power and low-wind
periods with reduced wind generation). SMUD plans
to add more cost-effective utility-scale renewables
and batteries to its power grid in coming years. To
maintain reliability and address anomalous weather
events or periods of low solar output, SMUD is
looking to repurpose three of its five natural gas
power plants with renewable fuels. The other two
plants likely will be retired.xvi
The City of Glendale’s Department
of Water & Power (GWP), located
directly north of Los Angeles,
serves more than 200,000
residents and has been studying
how to deliver 100% clean energy by 2030.xvii Study
results found that delivering 89% clean energy by
2030 can be done – relying on batteries, solar, wind,
and other existing clean energy resources, but with
a 28% increase to customer rates. Questions also
remain about addressing the final 10% of emissions,
which could add additional costs. Building on the
initial study, GWP is looking at post-2030 solutions,
such as renewable natural gas, green hydrogen,
and long-duration energy storage to address the
remaining 10% required to achieve zero carbon.xviii

LADWP is the largest publicly owned electric utility in the United States, serving more than 4 million Angelenos and 1.5 million customer meters.
For more information, visit the LA100 website: https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/los-angeles-100-percent-renewable-study.html.
SMUD serves 634,000 customer meters.
For more information, visit SMUD’s 2030 website: https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/Environmental-Leadership/2030-Clean-Energy-Vision.
GWP serves 90,000 customer meters.
For more information on GWP’s study, see: https://www.ascendanalytics.com/blog/ascends-100-clean-energy-study-for-glendale-water-and-power-gwp.
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VII. CONCLUSION:

SUCCESS IS A 100% CLEAN ENERGY
GRID THAT IS RELIABLE, AFFORDABLE,
PREDICTABLE & FLEXIBLE

4

PRINCIPLES
FOR SUCCESS

1 PREDICTABLE
2 RELIABLE
3 AFFORDABLE
4 FLEXIBLE

California has been, and will continue to be, a
national and international leader on climate change
policies, especially with respect to the electric
sector. Working together, the state and utilities
have demonstrated that existing policies can
result in successful renewable energy growth and
decarbonization. The electric sector has already
reduced its GHG emissions by more than 40% since
2006, more than any other sector. Furthermore,
there are thousands of megawatts of proposed
new renewable and clean energy projects vying to
come online, maintaining momentum toward the
next set of clean energy targets. Completing and
connecting these projects is complex, expensive,
and time consuming. It takes extensive coordination
and collaboration among a variety of agencies. New
expedited goals will not help bring more renewable
and clean energy projects online faster. We must
continue to support existing efforts to lead and show
the rest of the nation and world what is possible
when it comes to achieving a 100% clean energy
grid. To accomplish these priorities, it is vital to
have financially strong utilities underpinned by legal
and regulatory stability, to focus on reliability and
affordability, and to ensure that electric utilities and
providers can test out and pilot solutions that move
California more rapidly toward decarbonization.
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